Kindergarten Newsletter - Week #12
11-02-2020 to 10-06-2020


Quarter 2

_______________________________________________________

Spalding:

Language Arts:

Review:c,d,f,g,o,s,qu,e,i
j,k,l,s,x,y,z,p,u,h,m,t,c,r
Phonograms being Tested:a, b, n, v, w

Poem:
five

*(Pre-Test on Wednesday and Post-Test on
Friday. The Post test will be counted
towards their phonogram grade).
Important: On Tuesday - 11-3 > Look for a
white envelope in the blue folder. These
are your child's flash cards over
phonograms we are working on. Please
have them do these every night for about 10
minutes. They will give you the sound not
the name of the letter. Thank you

Reading: Sight words we are working

on in class: I, Sam, two, yes, set, met,
pet. We have story time each day where we
read books and we discuss elements of
narratives. We will continue to learn about
how changing the first letter of a word
changes the meaning of a word. We will also
work on rhyming words, sounding out 3 & 4
letter words and constructing sentences.
Please keep reading to your child at home.
The more contact they have with the text,
the better!

Handwriting: Write h, m, n, w, v, x, t,
b, r, c correctly starting at either the top
line or midline. Encourage your child to pull
the lines all the way to the bottom line..We
will continue to work on writing all
phonograms. Please practice letter
formation at home also.

Due Date:
Tuesday, November 10th

Math- We will be learning the following;
Math games, partner groups and whole
groups: Number recognition 1-10; counting
objects 1-30; number sets, following
directions; left/right; same / different;
inside/outside; on/off; pennies; and
patterns. We will also start the addition
process.
*Our math grade this quarter will be based
on individual calculation and participation.

Science - The study of our senses.<

continued.We will also be observing and
recording our pumpkin plants. This will lead
into a new unit on” Plants and their jobs “.

Social Studies - Our World - The

globe as replication of earth. The planets
and sun around us < continuation.

**Notices**

No School - Nov. 11th - Veteran’s Day
*Attendance is important. Please make sure
each day counts.
Masks are worn all day. please make sure
your child has clean masks and comes
prepared to learn.

Thank you,

